Calculus With Applications 8th Edition
b. sc. (honours) statistics - ugc - b. sc. honours (statistics) 7 core papers (credit: 6 each) (14 papers) stat-c-101
descriptive statistics (theory+ practical) stat c-102 calculus stat-c-201 probability and probability distributions
(theory+ practical) proposed syllabus for b.tech program in information technology - course code: phy-s101t
breakup: 3  1  0  3 course name: physics-i course details: unit-i: newtonÃ¢Â€Â™s
laws and their applications, friction, conservative forces and potentials, work energy theorem, conservation of
energy and linear momentum, variable mass system (rocket), impulse, syllabus for b.tech(civil engineering) up
to third year - syllabus for b.tech(civil engineering) up to third year revised syllabus of b.tech ce (for the students
who were admitted in academic session 2010-2011)
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